Participate in our Unmatched Partnership
Program for Aesthetic Schools!
True Return on Investment
You invest in SkinPhD; we invest in you with THREE profit opportunities:
1.
2.
3.

High profit from retail sales at schools.
Referral incentive for graduates who become SkinPhD accounts.
Referral incentive for cold laser sales to graduating students.

We provide an exclusive cold laser certification to your students
We provide the BEST financial incentive on the market = higher profit
-30% off wholesale prices in Professional products.
-20% off wholesale prices in retail sizes.
-10% discount on wholesale for student purchases.
-an annuity program where you earn profit from your graduates.
We provide FREE product knowledge and sales workshops/webinars

Why Cold Laser Certification?
1. Gives the school a recruitment advantage.
2. Gives the school a competitive advantage with higher caliber graduates.
3. Gives the school a competitive advantage for client’s treatment.
4. Gives the student a competitive advantage in the job market.

Why SkinPhD Products?
Highly effective, unique cosmeceutical skin care formulated in South Africa.
4 ranges with 34 retail products so it is easy to learn and to sell to clients.
SkinPhD Core Range: for sensitive skin and targeted skin issues.
Renaissance: for distinctive skin of color.
Platinum: for mature, aging skin.
Clarify: for oily, problematic skin.
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Aesthetic School Financial
Partnership Program
You Invest in SkinPhD; We Invest in You!
We are the ONLY skin care company that offers you an annuity on your partnership
with us. We offer exclusively to our Aesthetic School partners:
A referral commission for every student that makes or influences an opening
order of SkinPhD cosmeceutical skin care products at his/her place of employment or at the student’s own practice.
A referral commission for every student that makes or influences the
purchase of SkinPhD’s cold laser at his/her place of employment or at the
student’s own practice.
We finance your graduates if they are starting their own practice; this
includes their opening product order and the cold laser.

Four Partnership Tiers
Partner
SkinPhD School
Partner
Graduate Referral Fee
Opening order product
referral
Laser referral
TerraQuant Pro
MR4 Activ

5%

Executive Partner Exec Club Partner Exec PlatinumPartner
Partner + $250K in Partner + $500K in
Partner + $1Min
annual orders
annual orders
annual orders

5%+2%

$ 150.00
$ 250.00

$ 150.00
$ 250.00

5%+5%
$ 250.00
$ 350.00

5%+10%
$ 250.00
$ 350.00

Unique Earning Potential AFTER Students’ Graduation!
Your graduates will receive SkinPhD’s best-in-class, advanced education AND you
receive an annuity from every student that signs with SkinPhD post-graduation.

This is pure profit and cash flow to your school, with potential from $15,000 to
over $100,000 annually!
Join SkinPhD and revolutionize your aesthetics program today!
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